
Cuapru* 5 FafnrKWirriams
ather'W'illiams has a prohlem. It was hard enough know-
ing what to say ro Lisa and Ron, and now Lisat mom has

become involved.
Lisa and Ron approached Father \X/illiams at the end of May

about getting married next summer. He enjoyed tdkingwith them
when they met in June. They seemed marure and responsible and
fairly serious about their faith. So his initial response was that hed
be delighted to help them prepare for their marriage, and hed look
forward to celebrating their wedding with them. It was only at the
close of their conversation that an important issue arose.

The couple admitted that they were experiencing some "has-

sle" from Lisat parents-especially hs1 rn6rn-about their deci-
sion to live together this coming year x the universiry (they
would be going back to school in a few weeks). Lisat mom had
"exploded" over the idea; she was so upset she threatened to have

nothing to do with the wedding-perhaps she would nor even
come-if the couple followed through on their plan.

"She's overreacting. She'll come around," Lisasaid. "After all,
we've been going together since high school and our commit-
ment to each other is very real. Besides, this isntjust about sex;

we are paying our own way at school, and living together is a lot
more realistic and practical economically." But Father \Tilliams
knows Lisat mother. And although he didn't acknowledge this to
Lisa and Ron, he agrees that she's a strong-willed person and can

be pretty difficulr to deal with.
Father \Tilliams felt good about the way he responded to the

couple. He talked with them about Catholic teaching on the sub-
ject, namely, that in the Church's eyes, sexual intercourse belongs
within the context of marriage. He spoke about a connecrion
between sexual intimacy and commitment, as well as the public
nature of their relationship. And he asked them to consider the
effect their decision might have on orhers, including their fami-
lies. He didnt threaten them wirh a refusal to celebrate their
wedding unless they reconsidered, but simply asked them to give
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their decision further thought. They said they would. Father
'sTilliams is planning to talk with them about this in August, just

before they go back to school.

A call did come from Lisak mom. "The family is scandalized

by this," she insisted. 'And frankly, Father, it doesn't seem like

youve taken a very strong stand for what is right here, either!"

Father \Williams agreed to meet with Lisat mom. He's hoping

the conversation will be helpful for everyone involved.

From the Catecbism: Paragraphs 2331,
2332,2337,2347
Check your own experience on this. You are with a group of
friends and the conversation suddenly takes a turn to something

to do with sex. Does your interest level-and perhaps your level

of discomfoll-1i5s a bit? Does the tone of the conversation

change? Is there a new kind of humor or perhaps a new kind of
intensiry? Do some people in the group speak more than others?

tWhatever else we might say about sex, it is important. It may

not be the most important part of life, but rf rhe CCC is right,

the things that human sexuality is about-affection, friendship,

love, spiritualiry and sometimes procreation-are far from triv-

ial. Sometimes it is in regard to sexualiry that we human beings

are at our best. In these moments, sex can be about ecstasy and

transcendence. But it is also the case, unfortunately' that we have

been known to be at our worst when it comes to sexuality. In

those moments, the experience of sexualiry can be about

exploitation and abuse.

Given all this, it is not surprising that Catholic tradition has

paid great attention to this dimension of our lives, exemplified by

the fact that the CCCdiscusses sexualiry at some length. It does so

first with some important reflections on sexuality itself and then

with some specific moral norms related to sexual activity. In three

sections, this chapter does the same. First, we examine some of
Christianiry's beliefs about creation and the goodness of sexualiry

emphasizing, as does the (.1(.1(.1, tlrr, crrll to "inregration," rhar is,

the call to chastiry. Second, wc p:ry rrrrcrtrion ro rhe way Catholic
teaching attempts to protecr arrcl prorrrotc important values at

stake in sexualiry through some of its specific moral norms.
Specifically, we look at Catholic teaching about sex within mar-
riage, about openness to procreation, and about homosexualiry.
\We conclude with some brief commenrs about what the CCC
calls "the laws of growth" in regard to sexualiry. And, oh yes, along
the way, we return to Fr. Williams' dilemma.

Christian Faith and Sexuality:
Creation and Integration
The CCC begins its teaching about human sexuality with what
might be called a "theology of creation." It does so by consider-
ing the great srory of creation in the Book of Genesis, chapter I
through chapter 2:4. We do not look to this story because we
think it provides some sorr of documenration of our origins.
Rather, this story is a treasure because it reminds us of the sacred-
ness of our origins. It invites our reflection on the fundamental
goodness, indeed, holiness, of the gift of being sexual.

This first story of crearion, referred to in the firsr paragraph
in the CCC that discusses human sexualiry is the familiar legend
that describes the seven "days" of creation. As creation gradually
unfolds, we hear God's simple but powerful refrain that "it was

good." The pinnacle of Godt creative activiry is reached when
God decides, "Ler us make humankind in our image, according
ro our likeness" (l:26). And the texr continues: "So God created
humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them" (l:27).

In a rwofold way, something of rhe nx1u16-indeed, the mys-
tery-of human sexualiry is revealed here. First, we are not cre-
ated in isolation from one another. \7e are not islands unto our-
selves, designed in such a way that we lrusr each pursue our own
path to happiness and fulfillmcrrr. No, wc are created with and

l
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for others. From the beginning to the end of our lives, we human

beings are cdled to make our way in this world with one anoth-

er. Living our lives in relationship with others is essential to who

we are.

Second, notice that the story presumes that the creation of
human beings as male and female not only is not a problem, but

it is a grace. In our communion as men and women, we are the

image of God. Sometimes Christian theologians have been

tempted to see in this passage something of the doctrine of the

tinity-the doctrine of the communion of God as Father, Son,

and Spirit. Surely, the human author of the story did not have in

mind such a particular and precise way of thinking about God.

Nevertheless, there is a hint here that God is not solitary. Created

in Godt image, neither are we solitary. Fashioned as male and

female, we are different from one another, and that difference is

meant to dr:rw us together in a way that reflects nothing less than

the holiness of God.

In chapter 3 of Genesis, we find another story that sheds fur-

ther light on our origins and on the relationship of human beings

to one another, particularly on what the relationship between

men and women is meant to be. Symbolized by Adam and Eve,

this is the story of humankind's "fall" from grace to sin. Prior to

their sin, Adam and Eve related to one another-and to the rest

of creation-in harmony. In one place, the CCC calls this "orig-

inal justice": they were in right relationship with one another and

with all other creatures (see CCC, #400). Naked in front of each

other, they knew no shame.

After thcir rebellion against God, however, things changed.

They realized their nakedness and sewed fig leaves together to

cover themselves. And immediately, we begin to see tension and

a lack of harmony between them; the man blames the woman

for their misdeed, and she is told that henceforth her husband

shall "rule over" her (Genesis 3:16). The CCC comments on this

as follows:

The harmony in which they had found themselves . . .

is norv destroyed: . . the union of man and woman

becomes subject to tcnsior.rs, Iht,ir relations hence-
forth marked by lust and donrination.'

The CCC's insights here are important. 'I'hey have, if you
will, a certain feminisr rone to them. The relationship between
men and women should be marked by cooperation, harmony,
equaliry and mutualiry. The fact that so much of the history of
the relationship of men and women has been marked by tension
and domination-most often the domination of women by men
(what today we label patriarchy and sexism)-is nothing other
than a manifestation of human sinfulness. It has nothing to do
with the will of God, and it stands in need of personal and social
conversion.

Moving on from this theology of creation, the CCCdiscusses
at length what it describes as "The Vocation to Chastiry" (see

#2337-2359). Let us reflect simply on what chastiry is nor, and
then describe what it is-more precisely, what it entails.

\We begin wirh rwo important texts from the CCC.

Chastity means the successful integration of sexual-
ity within the person. . . . Sexuality, in which man's
belonging to the bodily and biological world is

expressed, becomes personal and truly human
when it is integrated into the relationship of one
person to another, in the complete and lifelong
mutual gift of a man and a woman. (#2337)

The chaste person maintains the integrity of the
powers of life and love placed in him. This integri-
ty ensures the unity of the person; it is opposed to
any behavior that would impair it. lt tolerates nei-
ther a double life nor duplicity in speech.'

Three things are important in these passages. First, they make
clear what chastiry is nor. It is not some ill-fated and invariably
self-destructive attempt to deny or repress our sexual energies,

our need and longing for communion, intimacy, affection, and
love. As we have seen, nothing could be further from what
Catholic teaching considers the foundational trurh about human
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sexuality. 'We are created for relationship, fbr relationship with
God and for relationship with one another (where we sometimes

discover the presence of God). This is not just an idea. In our

very bodies and emotions, we experience a desire for connection

with others. Our faith invites us to believe that the desire itself

has been placed within us by God. It is holy, and in some mag-

nificent and mysterious way, reflects something of the nature of
God. Chastity is the virtue that helps us express ourselves sexual-

ly in healthy and responsible ways. Denying this wonderful and

important aspect of our lives is no virtue at all.

So chastiry is not about denial or repression. tVhat it is about,

the CCC says, is integration. This is the second thing to note

about the passages above. For the framers of rhe CCC, integra-

tion is an important concept, even if it is a little hard to define.

Integration is about wholeness. Persons are integrated (this is
really more like a goal than a "state") when they are living life in

such away that all the different aspects of their life fit together in

a coherent and honest way. Integrated persons live with integri-

ry. The way they live their life, the way they conduct themselves

in various relationships and settings-41 [666 and work, and

with family, friends, fellow citizens, and their faith communiry-
demonstrates a fundamental unity and consistency.

In regard to sexualiry chaste persons are sexually integrated

persons. This means that in their relationships, they are able to

express themselves in loving and affectionate ways, and in ways

that are consistent with their commitments and state in life.

Chastiry or sexual integration, therefore, is expressed differently

by different people. Praise God for the passionate ways in which

chastiry is expressed in the married couples who, after twenty

years of marriage and four children, are still very much in love

and continue to find their sexual intimacies both delightful and

holy! Praise God for the single persons-single in many sets of
circumstances-who are able to experience genuine intimacy in

a number of important relationships in their lives, though per-

haps sometimes with difficulry and who are able to express and

receive love and affection with both male and female friends!

Finally, Iet us not miss thc bricf'corrrrrrcnt made at the end of
the second paragraph from tl.rc (.(.'(.'tluoted above: the chaste

persont integriry "tolerates neirher a double life nor dupliciry in
speech."t Chastiry or sexual integrarion, is the abiliry ro express

oneself sexually in ways that are honest. Presumed here, insight-
fully, I think, is the idea that in some ways, sexualiry is like lan-
guage. Language is to be used, nor abused. To be able to speak,

to be able to communicate, is one of the mosr amazing and won-
derful things about being human. \Mith language we are able to
express who we are, and in some ways, to fashion who we are

becoming. \With language we can express love, make peace, com-
municate truth, and build bridges with other people.

IJnfortunately, we do not always speak so well. Sometimes we
express ourselves in ways that are dishonesr and destructive.
Chastiry is the virtue thar enables us ro express ourselves sexual-

ly in ways that are not only affectionate and loving, but in ways

that speak the truth about who we are.

Norms and Values: Specific Issues

It is time to examine several important norms of the Catholic
Church regarding sexual activiry. fu we do so, it will become
clear that these norms are meanr ro protecr and promote key val-
ues that the Church considers essential to the moral meaning of
human sexualiry. So let us look at Catholic teaching about sex

within marriage, openness to procreation, and homosexualiry.

Srx WrrurN MARRTAGE

Catholic teaching insists that sexual intercourse belongs exclu-
sively within the context of marriage. This is based on a convic-
tion about what sexual inrercourse means. In my mind this has

never been said more posirively than in Humanae Vitae (On the

Regulation of Birth), Pope Paul VI's encyclical letter of 1968
about birth control:

L
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Marriage is not, then, the effect of chance or the

product of evolution or unconscious natural forces;

it is the wise institution of the Creator to realize in

humankind his design of love. By means of the

reciprocal personal gift of self, proper and exclusive

to them, husband and wife tend toward the com-

munion of their beings in view of mutual personal

perfection, to collaborate with Cod in the genera-

tion and education of new lives. (#B)

tVhat is sexual intercourse about? Or, at least from a Catholic

perspective, what is it meant to be about? It is meant to be the

total gift of self to one's spouse. The totaliry and intimacy of the

physical embrace, designed by the Creator to contribute to the

mutual personal perfection of the spouses, is meant to be a sign-
yes a sacramsnl-6f the totaliry of the gift of self that the physi-

cal action displays. To say this differently, sexual intercourse seems

to say "I give you all of me-bodily and spiritually," and that gift
calls for the committed relationship of marriage. Moreover, as the

CCC notes, the physical embrace of husband and wife should be

a sign of their spiritual communion (see #2360).

I would add, their enduring spiritual communion. Thus the

total gift of self that intercourse entails physically and spiritually
ought not simply be a "moment" of physical or spiritual ecstasy,

but rather a "gesture" that expresses and contributes to the endur-

ing and committed love of the couple.

Perhaps this is what Father'$Tilliams did his best to explain to

Lisa and Ron in our opening story. In his wisdom, Father

Villiams also seems to have tried to explain something about the

public nature of their relationship, perhaps even the public
nature of their sexual relationship. It would not be surprising if
Lisa and Ron struggled with this latter idea. On the one hand, it
is obvious that the sexual intimacy that intercourse entails has a

decidedly private dimension to it. This is the way it should be.

On the other hand, our culture tends to translate this into a

proverb that goes something like this: "\(hatever two consenting

adults want to do sexually is their own private business."

Catholic teaching suggc.\rs thrrt rhi.s rrttitudc misses another
important dimension of sexual inrcrcotrrse. lf it really is the total
gift of self to anorher, and if ir rcally is more than a momenrary
experience of intimacy and union, thcn ir-r fact, it is an action that
"calls for" the commitment of marriage. And that, of course, is a
public matter. To say this in a difkrent way, it is Catholic teach-
ing that because of what sexual intercourse "says" ("I give you
myself totally and in an enduring *ry''), when intercourse is
"spoken" outside rhe contexr of marriage, it is not spoken with
complete honesry. This is the case even for the sexual relations of
those who are engaged (see #2350).It goes without saying that
from the perspective of Catholic teaching, the sexual relations of
those who are even further from a marital s6rn6i6rn6n6-
instances of "casual sex" and certainly prostitution-are even
more seriously wrong.

Opnuunss ro PRocREArroN

So it is Catholic teaching that sexual inrercourse belongs within
the context of marriage. That is not all. Inseparably linked to that
teaching is rhe conviction that rhe sexual lovemaking of married
couples must be marked by an openness ro procreation. Marriage
itself and sexual intercourse within the context of marriage are

meant to be about love and life, and the rwo are essenrially
linked.

Two comments about this teaching are important. The first
concerns the Church's insistence that it is not sufficient for the
married couple's relationship to be open ro procrearion, or for
their sexual activiry in an overall way, to be marked by such
openness, but rather, "each and every marriage act must remain
open to procreation." As is well known, this is the aspect of the
teaching that has been most conrroversial and that has been dif-
ficult for many ro understand or accepr. According to Catholic
teaching, there is something rhat is not right about a married
couple taking deliberate steps-through the use of artificial
means of contraceplion-1s "cancel our" procreativiry in a given
act of intercourse. \7hat this norr.r.r is arrcr.npting to protect and
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promote is the value of the inseparability of-thc unitive and pro-
creative meanings of intercourse (see (.'(f., #2369).

Second, it is important to note that Catholic teaching does

not say that couples may never take any measures to attempt to
regulate the birth of children. til/hat is inappropriate is the use of
artificial means of contraception. However, if importanr factors

make pregnancy at a given time inadvisable, couples are free to
use natural means of regulating birth. That is, they are free to
take account of the natural cycle of fertiliry and infertiliry of the

woman in their pattern of lovemaking and, in that way, arrempr

to avoid pregnancy. (Note that attention to the same cycle of fer-

tiliry and infertiliry can be used in an effort to achieve a preg-

nancy at a given time.)
In the Churcht judgment, the use of artificial means of birth

regulation is morally different from the use of natural methods.

The wrongness of contraception stems from the way it involves
"canceling out" procreativity in an act of intercourse. According
to the CCC, it makes "the total gift of self" something less than

total because one has taken a direct step to exclude a part ofone-
self, one's procreative potential, from that gift (see #2370). In
contrast, natural means of birth regulation do not involve any

direct steps to remove the procreative dimension from inter-
course. Instead, they make use of the womant cycle of fertility
and infertility, and as Pope Paul \4 taught, in that way rhey can

be both natural and moral (see Humanae Vitae, #16).
Many couples report that these methods of birth rcgula-

tion-even though they require discipline on the part of the cou-

ple-can be highly successful. In addition, they can promote a
high degree of communication and cooperation berween the

spouses, sometimes leading to ever more creative ways of express-

ing love and even greater delight in sexual intercourse in their
pattern of lovemaking.

Houosnxueury

The CCC's discussion of homosexuality is brief-three para-

graphs (see #2357-2359). Even so, the paragraphs capture the

essence of catholicism's convicti.rrs a[,lur those brothers and sis-
ters who have a predominant and encluring sexual arrraction (a

sexual orientation) to members of their own sex. Three brief
points are in order.

First, the CCC makes no moral judgment about homosexual-
iry itself. As paragraph #2357 nores, rhe genesis of this sexual ori-
entation (and probably the genesis ofheterosexual orientation as

well) is largely unexplained. As is well known, a variery of scien-
tific disciplins5-fr6rn genetics to biochemisrry to medicine to
psychiatry/psychology ro anrhropology-continue to study the
genesis of homosexualiry but I think it can be said that the find-
ings to date remain inconclusive .The CCC wisely acknowledges
that, according to the experience of the men and women who
describe themselves as "homosexual," this orientation is certain-
ly not freely chosen (see #2358). Accordingly, there is no moral
fault in the homosexual orientarion itselfl As stated in the
Vaticant 1986 instruction "On the Pastoral Care of Homosexual
Persons," the homosexual orientation is not a sin (see #3).

Second, if Catholic moral teaching does nor focus on the
homosexual orientation itself, ir does focus on homosexual geni-
tal relations. As we have seen, catholic tradirion insists that sex-
ual relations of such a physically intimate narure belong exclu-
sively within the context of marriage. It is only in that conrexr
that they can be fully unitive and procreative-in an inseparable
manner. As long-standing Catholic teaching has done, the CCC
states thar homosexual acts (that is, homosexual genital relations)
are morally wrong both because such relations cannot be open to
procreation and also because they are not marked by the inter-
personal complementariry that geniirl relations are meant to dis-
play (see #2357).

Notice that the teaching is not that a homosexual couple
may not be able ro express their affection for each other in ways
that are genuinely affectionate. The CCC insists that for all peo-
ple the ability ro express oneself in affectionate and loving ways
in the important relationships of one's life is an importanr parr
of being human. But what the teaching is saying is that genital
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sexual relations belong within the context of rnarriage because of
what those actions rns2n-1hs total gift of self, the gift of love

and life inseparably.

Third, this teaching is difficult for many gay and lesbian per-

sons, some of whom are members of our families and faith com-
munities. Like all those who are nor married, gay andlesbian per-

sons are called to abstinence from genital sexual relations. (As we

have noted, they are not called to isolation; they are not called to
Iife without affection or love.) But unlike many unmarried per-

sons, they cannot even look forward to a life that includes the

kind of physical intimacy and lovemaking that married persons

enjoy.

Catholic teaching in recent years has acknowledged this diffi-
cult dimension of the lives of those with a homosexual orienta-
tion. Accordingly, as the title of the Vatican document I referred

to earlier indicates, gay and lesbian persons should be the recipi-
ents of a special form of pastoral care on rhe part of the Church
and its ministers. They should receive the particular embrace and

hospitality of the Christian communiry. And, above all, they
should never be the recipients of any form of prejudice or dis-

61ipln21isp-either in the Church or in sociery. As we know,
unfortunately, that has not been the case. Gay and lesbian per-

sons have far too often been the victims of not only discrimina-
tion, but hate crimes of all sorts, even murder. Even with irs

stance regarding homosexual activiry the attitude of the Catholic
community toward gay and lesbian persons should be one of
respect and welcome, with an eye to doing what we can to pro-
tect and promote their rights and well-being in both Church and

society.

"Laws of Growtlt''
To many people both inside and outside of the Church, Catholic
teaching has sometimes appeared to be bad news-more precisely,

demanding, if not impossible, news. I am thinking here of some of

the specific norms of the (lhrrrclr rhur wc hrrve just examined.
Catholic teaching asks Lisa arld I{on-vcry nruch in love and com-
mitted to each q*rs1-16 wait until rhey are married ro express

their love in intercourse. Catholic teaching asks married couples to
refrain from using artificial means of contraception, and, instead,

to use natural methods of birth regularion, which include signifi-
cant periods of time when they will need to refrain from inter-
course and express their love in other ways. And Catholic teaching
calls people with a homosexual orientation to abstain from genital
sexual expression, to find other ways ro express affection and love
in the important relationships of their lives.

Over and above these specific examples, Catholic teaching
calls us all to chastiry, to sexual integration. Because we are

human-not simply because we are Christians-we musr srrive
to express ourselves in loving and affectionare ways, in ways that
are consistent wirh our commirments and states of life, in ways
that are marked by harmony and honesry.

AII of this can be difficult. Even if one acceprs the teachings
of the Church on rhe marrers listed above-and it is no secret
that many conscientious Catholics struggle ro grasp and accept

some of these teachings-following these teachings can be diffi-
cult. And in regard to chastiry, or "sexual integration," is this sim-
ply an ideal, perhaps an impossible one? Are we really able to live
like this?

In an effort to be both compassionate and realistic, Catholic
teaching responds with what rhe CCC calls "the laws of growth"
(see #2343). Yes, we are called to "sexual integration," to chasti-

ry and, yes, to a form of chasriry that for all people ar rimes, and
for some people all the time, means abstinence from genital sex-

ual intimacy and pleasure. This is where chastity directs us. Bur
at any given time, what are we called to be and to do? \7e are

called to be and to do the best we can-no more, no less. This,
in my view, is what the CCC me:rns by 'the laws of growth."

To be clear, this does nor mean rhat simply because we find
chastiry difficult ar a parricular time ir.r our lives-as perhaps is

the case for Lisa and Ron-tlrcn irr thr>sc moments the moral law
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changes for us, so that we can do as we wi.sh. No, chastiry or
"sexual integration," as the CCC describes it, is the goal. It is

what we ought to be aiming x1-2nd God does not call us to
what is impossible. And what is possible for us, concretely, atva:-
ious places and stages on our life journey, is for each of us to
determine concretely in our consciences, "the secret core and
sanctuary of our lives." Sometimes what we are capable of in
regard to chastiry may be limited by all sorts of factors: by cir-
cumstances, age or level of moral development, maturiry igno-
rance, limitations on our freedom and, yes, sin. So, at any given
time, we must simply do the best we can as we strive for "sexual

integration," for chastiry. None of us gers there easily, and per-
haps none of us gets there completely. 'We 

need to strive to move
on, but we also need to accept ourselves (and others) wherever we
are on the journey.

A good pastor once told me rhar in regard to sexuality we
should do three things: remember always that God loves us,

refrain from judging others, and have a sense of humor about
ourselves. He was a wise man.

{4L,

Ewouorns

l. CCC 400: Cf. Gen 3:7-16.

2. CCC 2338: Cf. Mt 5:37

3. CCC 2338: Cf. Mt 5:37

ForuR-rFLECTion
l. This chapter suggests that in regard to sexuality we sometimes
are at our best, but sometimes we can be at our worst. Does this
seem right? If so, why?

2. Chastiry the CCC says, is about being "sexually integrated."
\What does this mean to you?

3. Vhat should Fr. \Williams say ro Lisa and Ron? to Lisat
mother?

4. This chapter explains Catholic teaching about the connecrion
between sexual intercourse and marriage, birth control, and
homosexualiry. Can you do the same? That is, can you explain
these teachings in your own words? \What are some of the values

the Church seems to be trying to prorecr and promote through
these teachings?

5. Recall the discussion about conscience in chapter 3: we
should be guided by the Churcht teachings as we make moral
judgments, but the Church does not make them for us. \7e must
act in accord with our conscience. How does this relate to Fr.
\Williams' "dilemma'with Lisa and Ron? Can it happen that, "in
conscience," persons might judge that they musr do something
other than what the Church judges to be right and still be good
Catholics?

5. \7hat seems important about the notion of "laws of growth"?
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